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Summer 2007.

Christian camp «Friendship» р.2-9.

Water baptism р.10-12.

At the train station
At the train station
in c. Skole. Waiting
for the bus to get to
the camp place.

We are in a good
mood, because we
are going to the
Christian camp.

Our harts filled with joy, and we wanted to
praise the Lord with the songs even on our
way to the camp. People at the train station
wanted to know: who we are and why we are
so joyful?

Brother Vasil played on the guitar.

Volodiya and Svitlana got married right
before the camp. Svitlana works with a
church camp ministry since a beginning,
Volodiya came to the church last year, and
this is his second camp.
In front you can see Julia. She met with
the Lord in the camp. This year she is a
leader assistant

Opening

Carrying of the Ukrainian flag and a flag of the camp.

Ivaniv Volodymyr claims the opening of the
Christian camp Friendship

Some of teams.

General picture. Here is almost everybody
(several people joined us during the camp)

Teams and team s leaders. This year in the
same time we had 8 teams. According our
methods, team leader and an assistant spend
a lot of the time with their team, they have a
group activities and they have a competition
in a games between the teams, they must
organize a skit and to be with the team at the
general camp meetings done by other camp
workers.

Fragments of the ministries.

We start the day with a ministry, right before the breakfast after morning exercises. You can
see at the picture some activities of the morning ministry

We praise the Lord with songs.

Meeting for the youngest leads Nataliya. In
the same time we had a meeting for
teenagers.

We watched Christian movies thru
overhead projector.
In a general program for the day we had
scheduled morning meeting, at lunch time
Bible teachings. In the evening group
discussion (it gives a possibility to check if the
children understood Bible teaching at lunch
time).
Every morning then kids still a sleep all the
workers met for the prayer.
Every evening all the workers met to talk
about the day and to thank to the Lord.

Ministry it is cool!

We went camping

We went camping; you can t be in Carpathian mountains in the camp, without
going for camping.

At our stop we build a fire, and because kids were very enthusiastic and broad
a lot of sticks, we had a big fire.
In Carpathian
Mountains are
lots of
mushrooms and
different
berries. Andriy
is also one of
the participants
of the previous
camps and this
year he is a
leader assistant
During the camping we had a time for fun
and creativity.
We were in clouds. A younger kind and
some who were tired waited for us down the
hill and the strongest went on top of the
mountain. That day a big cloud covered the
top of the mountain, and we couldn t see
around, but we felt like a Bible hero s. And
also a cloud was wet, and we got wet too. So
we climbed the mountain and we had lots of
reasons for joy.

Sporting games

Some games we did according Awana methods. You can see at the picture Awana circle a
specially marked field. In that game a several groups can take a part.
Important moment of the game, sports
instructor Maryan watches carefully,
because he will need to make a decision,
who will be first. We hope Maryan this year
will help in Awana ministry, he is a one of
our graduates of our children ministry, and
his parents as a few other people are not
evangelic believers.
Lilechka
injured her
kneel; Ostap is
getting ready
to take her to
a first-aid
place.

In our camp friendship always wins; it is a
conclusion of all the games and competitions,
so everybody wins. On the right at the picture
leaders assistant Maryana, she is from the
family of believers, but she accepted the Lord
as a personal Savior in the camp.

Creativity.

,

Participants of the camp were very creative;
they made costumes, decorations, made songs,
poetries and skits. For some children it became
an opportunity to discover a new undiscovered
by their parent s talents.

A team of the cooks Volodiya and Mariyka
recently got water baptized and in the camp
went

Youngest participants.
It was an experiment group. Not everything went smooth, and because of it a different camp
workers needed to help from time to time to the group leader.
Volodiya left his
team at his
assistants Alona
and Lesiya and
had a several
hours with
youngest kind. As
he said later he
enjoyed it.

For the
youngest we had
a room for the
games there they
stayed part of the
day playing and
watching TV and
est.
Youngest at the
dining room

Night watch

In the night before departure a participants of the camp went to bed later
because they had a night watch

Irina (a chief of the
program) makes some
final plans, she can
write even at night at
the light of the fire.

I am not going
to shower in the
morning. Can
mum recognize
me?

I will lift a banner of the camp on high;
there is a sun and the mountains. A sun rise
is a symbol of the light of the Gospel in
Carpathian Mountains. Our songs went
over the mountains that night.

Saying good-buy to new friends. Now we can t meet so often.
We want to share about what happened on the last day in the camp. Some parents cared so
much
for their kids so they wanted for them to ride home more comfortable, so they came to pick
up their children by van (it is about 200 km). But their children didn t want to go with them in
the car; they wanted to go with everybody by rail.
Kids appreciate time together, time, given by God. God made this present for the children
by putting on the hearts of people desire to help and to make it happened. We are thanking
full for your help this year as the previous years.
We understand the importance of investing in children, because they are a future of the
church, country and a planet. Is no sense for to wait till they grow without a Word of God in
their harts and live as sinners, some will get to the prisons or will be on drags. It is better to
introduce them to a Word of God now and to invest more in them instead invest later in to
rehabilitation centers and est.
Children s happy faces and openness of the children s hearts assures us that this work is
not in vain and it needs continuation.

Water baptism

We had many people willing to go to the
water baptism and our church bus couldn t
take all of them, so needed to rent another
bus.

At the river. People ready to go into the water.
Three people ready to be water baptized and
church minister Mikola Vasilenko.

Pastor of our church Pivkach Igor says a
message. Some people around 20 didn t
come with us, they were at the river. So some
people at the evangelical meeting for the first
time.

Volodymyr

General picture

After the water baptism:

Everybody still singing, but it is a time to
sleep for little Oksana. She sleeps at the
mothers hands (mother today got water
baptized), she holds with her small hand a
note book with songs she is a small
participant of the big ministry.

We also were at the water baptism and
after we went to visit our pastor.

Visiting a pastor.
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